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The partners had several working meetings to discuss following points:
 
The progress of the project: 
The participation of the teams is considered always satisfactory. All the partners prepared well 
workshops planned for the students in Romania by loading on the Drive the necessary documents.
 
The intellectual productions: 
O1 Site web 
The Web site continues to be fed by the Italian team as expected. It is asked to certain partners to 
send well all the material corresponding to the realization of works of art presented in Poland.
 
O2 CFR one Diversity 
According to the remarks contained in the comment of the interim report of France, the partners 
developed a common model to present the best practice of the project.
Furthermore, a solution was found to exploit at best the researches on the legislation and
constitutional principles of every country as well as on European directives : a text of summary was 
written, it will be translated in all the languages and will contain a link for further information.
 
O3 DVD Transmedia Storytelling 
The Greek partners are satisfied with received documents and ask to continue in this direction.
Https: // drive.google.com / open? Id=0B_jst7h726RgZ0IyVi02Z0xENG8
 
O4 Exhibition: Think butt your perception of diversity
The exhibition having taken place in Poland, this inte
just necessary to complete some documents being lacking on the Drive so that the Italian team can 
make a good synthesis for the Web site.
 
O5 Theatre  
Several playlets were loaded on the Web site and this production is considered ended with the 
partners. France will produce maybe this year a new small play if the calendar allows it.
 
Mobility in Italy : 
 The mobility in Italy will take place from 2 till 
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Day of  journey: on Tuesday, May 2nd 
The partners arrive each in a independent way. 
Arrived on Tuesday evening in families for the pupils, at the hotel booked by Sabrina for the 
professors. 
Sabrina asks as soon as possible for the list of the pupils to being able to organize the welcome in 
families because Easter holidays arrive and the deadlines are very short. 
Sabrina proposes a program. Various points are then discussed. 
 
Transnational Reunion in Crete:  
Day of the journey : on Sunday, July 2nd 
 Day of the return : on Wednesday, July 5th 
 
 eTwinning: 
 The platform is very used by France. The pupils can so follow and collaborate in a alive way to the 
project. 
An Italian professor registered his pupils on Twinspace of the project, but the use seems difficult to 
set up for him due to the lack of knowledge and lack of time with the pupils. 
Other partners do not use the platform. 
 
Multiplier Event E1  
An multiplier event is planned in the form of the project. 
He must be organized by Italy, in France. The Laboratorio Del Cittadino association, after some 
logistic difficulties, finally planned to organize it in Paris on April 10th, 2017. 
 
 
 


